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Abstract. Against the background of the rapid development of information technology, the Internet and social media have become the main platforms for people's daily communication, which has led to significant language variation. Taking online language variation as an entry point, this paper explores its unique forms and features in the age of social media, including lexical innovations, changes in grammatical structures and the evolution of pragmatic features. By analysing the sociological background of online language variation, the paper reveals the far-reaching impact of technological development, generational differences and regional culture on language change. The study shows that the cross-cultural transmission of Internet language not only enriches the means of expression of modern Chinese, but also promotes the communication and integration of different cultures. This paper further explores the future development trend of Internet language and its impact on language standardisation, education and cultural communication. Through a systematic study of Internet languages, this paper aims to provide new perspectives and methods for understanding the evolutionary patterns of modern Chinese and linguistic research in the social media era, as well as providing useful references for language education and cultural communication practices.
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1. Introduction

In today's era of rapid development of information technology, the Internet and social media have been deeply integrated into people's daily life and become indispensable communication platforms. With the popularity of the Internet and the wide application of social media, language as a tool for human communication has also undergone significant changes. As an emerging language phenomenon, the variation of Internet language not only reflects the dynamic evolution of language itself, but also the profound changes in social culture, technological progress and interpersonal communication patterns. The unique expressions, lexical innovations and changes in grammatical structure of Internet language show the high degree of freedom and creativity of Internet users in the use of language in virtual space. These variations have not only enriched the means of expression of modern Chinese, but also brought new challenges to the traditional language norms and education modes [1]. At the same time, the cross-cultural dissemination and diversified development of online languages have promoted the communication and integration of different cultures and further promoted language interaction in the process of globalisation. The purpose of this paper is to explore the multilevel features of online language variation and its sociological background, to analyse the far-reaching impact of social media on language use, and to look forward to its future development trend. Through an in-depth study of online language variation, we can better understand the evolution of modern Chinese, gain insights into the new direction of linguistic research in the age of social media, and then provide useful references for language education and cultural communication [2].

2. Variant Forms and Characteristics of Internet Language

As an emerging linguistic phenomenon, the forms and characteristics of Internet language variation reflect the diversity and dynamics of Internet culture. The variation of Internet language not only manifests itself in vocabulary, grammar and pragmatics, but also involves multiple factors such as...
context, transmission path and cultural background. Studying the forms and features of variation in Internet language is of great significance for understanding the evolution of modern Chinese and the use of language in the age of social media.

First of all, Internet language shows remarkable innovativeness and flexibility at the lexical level. New words are generated in a variety of ways, including pinyin abbreviation, harmonic transformation, phonetic translation, borrowing of foreign words, and synthesis of various new words. For example, the term ‘Gua Gua Crowd’ refers to those who are curious about events but do not participate in them directly, and the term has spread rapidly through the Internet and become widely accepted [3]. The creation of Internet words is usually accompanied by specific cultural and social backgrounds, reflecting the creativity and sense of humour of Internet users. The spreading path of new words mainly relies on the diffusion effect of social media platforms, which can spread among a wide range of user groups in a short period of time, a speed of spreading that is difficult to achieve in traditional languages.

At the grammatical level, Internet languages show the characteristics of simplification and innovation. The syntactic structure tends to be simple and clear, which meets the needs of fast and convenient network communication. Syntactic variations include the omission of subject and predicate, the use of ellipsis and emoticons to replace part of the utterance, and so on. For example, when expressing surprise, the words ‘Wo De Tian’ or ‘HaHaHa’ are used directly, eliminating complex grammatical structures. This simplified language form not only improves the communication efficiency, but also enhances the intuition of expression and the direct transmission of emotion. At the same time, many novel sentence structures have appeared in Internet language, which break through the limitations of traditional grammar and reflect the creativity of Internet users in language use [5].

At the pragmatic level, the use of Internet language is full of social interaction and cultural hints. Polite language in the Internet environment is different from traditional polite language, and often has elements of teasing and flirting. For example, netizens use ‘god’, ‘new’ and other terms of endearment, which not only have the meaning of flirting, but also to a certain extent can bring each other closer, forming a unique network social etiquette. The characteristics of speech and behaviour in the network context are also different from those in real life [6]. Due to the anonymity and virtual nature of network communication, netizens are more forthright in expressing their opinions and emotions, and even the emergence of the ‘spammer’ culture, that is, the people who wantonly make offensive remarks on the Internet. This phenomenon reflects the expansion of freedom of expression on the one hand, but also brings negative effects such as online violence on the other.

The variation of online language is also reflected in the change of context and the difference of cultural background. Different social media platforms have their own specific language ecology, e.g., the hot words on Weibo may be very different from the expressions in WeChat's circle of friends. These platforms have different norms and restrictions on the use of language, forming their own unique language styles. In addition, the cross-cultural transmission of online language is also an important phenomenon. With the advancement of globalisation, a large number of foreign vocabularies and cultural elements have been incorporated into online language, such as ‘call’, which originated from the Japanese support culture, and has spread rapidly and been widely used through the Internet. This kind of cross-cultural language communication not only enriches the expression of online language, but also promotes the understanding and integration of different cultures.

To sum up, the variant forms and features of online language are complex and diverse, reflecting the dynamic changes and multicultural background of language use in the social media era. From the innovation of vocabulary, the simplification of grammar to the social function of discourse, the variation of online language reflects the rapidity and interactivity of information dissemination in modern society. Understanding and studying the variant forms of Internet language not only helps to grasp the development trend of modern Chinese language, but also provides new perspectives and methods for linguistic research. As an evolving linguistic phenomenon, the research value and
significance of Internet language will be increasingly highlighted with the development of the Internet and social media.

3. The Impact of Social Media on Language Variation

Social media, as an important platform for modern communication, has had a profound impact on language variation. With the popularity of social media, the way people communicate has undergone fundamental changes, which is not only reflected in the speed and breadth of information dissemination, but also in the form and content of language use. The impact of social media on language variation can be explored at several levels, including language simplification, lexical innovation, grammatical change and pragmatic change.

Firstly, social media plays an important role in the simplification of language. On social media, people pursue fast and efficient communication, which leads to the simplification and refinement of language. In order to save time and space, netizens often use abbreviations, pinyin abbreviations and symbols instead of complete words. For example, ‘HaHa’ can mean laughter, and ‘88’ means goodbye. These simplified expressions are not only convenient and quick, but also highly recognisable and spreadable. In addition, the widespread use of emoticons and GIF animated pictures also makes language expression more intuitive and vivid, through these visual elements, people can quickly convey emotions and attitudes, further simplifying the use of language.

Secondly, social media has given rise to the creation and dissemination of a large number of new vocabularies. These new vocabularies often have distinctive characteristics and cultural backgrounds of the times, reflecting the creativity and sense of humour of netizens. For example, ‘Chi Gua Qun Zhong’ describes those who watch but do not participate in an event, and ‘Play call’ is derived from the Japanese culture of support, which means to cheer for someone or something [7]. These new terms have spread rapidly through social media and have become widely accepted and used as part of online culture. The creation and spread of such new vocabulary not only enriches language expressions, but also reflects the hot events and popular trends in social media.

At the grammatical level, social media have also brought about significant changes. Traditional grammatical rules are often broken on social media and replaced by more flexible and innovative expressions. For example, omitting the subject or predicate in a sentence, using irregular sentence structures, or even breaking the logical relationships between sentences, which are considered irregular in traditional grammar, have become a norm in social media. This grammatical change is on the one hand to adapt to the needs of rapid communication, and on the other hand, it also reflects the creativity and freedom of netizens in the use of language.

In addition, social media have had a profound impact on the pragmatic dimension of language. Communication on social media is highly interactive and instantaneous, which leads to changes in speech acts and communication strategies [8]. On social media, people are more inclined to express their emotions and opinions directly, using a large number of exclamations, intonations and emoticons to enhance the tone and emotional expression. For example, ‘HaHaHa’ can indicate cheerfulness, and ‘WuWuWu’ can indicate sadness or aggression, which are rarely seen in traditional written language. In addition, polite language and social etiquette on social media is different, often more casual and affectionate. For example, calling a friend ‘Honey’ or ‘baby’ is an affectionate way of addressing a friend, which brings them closer to each other and enhances the warmth and intimacy of the interaction.

The impact of social media on language variation is also reflected in the cultural dimension. With the advance of globalisation, social media has become an important platform for different cultural exchanges, which makes the cross-cultural transmission of language more frequent and extensive. A large number of foreign words and cultural elements have been introduced into online language and spread rapidly through social media. For example, English words such as ‘OK’ and ‘Bye’ have become part of the online language, while buzzwords originating from Japan, Korea and other
countries have also been widely accepted and used [9]. This kind of cross-cultural language exchange not only enriches the expression of online language, but also promotes the understanding and integration between different cultures.

Overall, the impact of social media on language variation is multifaceted, involving multiple dimensions such as vocabulary, grammar, pragmatics and culture. By simplifying language, innovating vocabulary, transforming grammar and changing pragmatics, social media have contributed to the dynamic evolution and diversification of language. At the same time, social media, as a globalised communication platform, accelerates language exchange and integration among different cultures. Studying the impact of social media on language variation not only helps to understand the development trend of modern Chinese, but also provides new perspectives and methods for linguistic research. With the further development of social media, its influence on language will become more and more far-reaching and extensive, which deserves our continuous attention and exploration.

4. **A Sociological Analysis of Online Language Variation**

As an emerging sociolinguistic phenomenon, the variation of Internet language is not only a linguistic change, but also a direct reflection of social and cultural changes. Analysing online language variation through the perspective of sociology can provide a deeper understanding of the social reasons, generational differences and geographical differences behind this phenomenon.

First of all, the social reasons for online language variation can be mainly attributed to the development of science and technology and the convenience of information dissemination. The popularity of the Internet and smart phones has made it possible for people to communicate and share information anytime and anywhere, and traditional language norms and communication methods have gradually changed in this efficient and convenient environment [10]. People use language more freely and casually on the Internet, and are no longer bound by traditional grammar and expressions, and this freedom and creativity in language use has given rise to a large number of new vocabularies and forms of expression. For example, with the rise of short video platforms, many new vocabularies and expressions have rapidly become popular, such as ‘net red’ and ‘punch card’, etc. These vocabularies not only reflect the cultural phenomenon in the new media environment, but also the rapid evolution of online language.

Secondly, the variation of online language shows significant generational differences among different age groups. The younger generation, as the main users and creators of the Internet, tend to be more active and innovative in language use. They like to express their personalities and emotions by creating new vocabulary, using pinyin abbreviations and emoticons. For example, words such as ‘moe’, ‘otaku’ and ‘eat melon’ were initially created and widely spread by young Internet users. These new vocabularies not only reflect the cultural identity and social needs of the younger generation, but are also gradually accepted and used by the middle-aged and the elderly, becoming a linguistic asset for the whole society. However, differences in language use among different age groups can also lead to a certain generation gap. For example, the older generation may feel unfamiliar or puzzled by certain new vocabulary and Internet terms, and this generational difference affects cross-generational communication to a certain extent [11].

The variation of online language also shows obvious regional differences. The habits of Internet language use and expressions may differ in different regions, which are closely related to the local cultural background and social environment. For example, the Internet language of the southern dialect area may incorporate more local dialectal vocabulary and expressions, while the northern dialect area may show different characteristics in speech and vocabulary. In addition, some specific online language phenomena and expressions may also be more popular in certain regions. For example, in some regions, ‘Lao Tie’ is used to express the close relationship between friends, while in other regions, a different term may be used. The influence of regional culture on online language
is not only reflected in vocabulary and grammar, but also in the context of language use and social interaction.

In addition, sociological analyses of online language variation need to focus on its impact on social interaction and identity. As a social tool, online language is not only used for information exchange, but also an important means for Internet users to express their personality and construct their identity. On online social platforms, the style and manner of language use often reflect an individual's identity and social orientation. For example, young people like to use Internet buzzwords and emoticons to express their emotions and attitudes, while some online communities have formed specific language norms and cultures, such as gaming communities and secondary yuan communities. The use of language in these communities is not only a tool for communication, but also an important reflection of members' identity and sense of belonging.

Overall, sociological analyses of online language variation reveal the complex socio-cultural factors behind it. The development of science and technology and the convenience of information dissemination have driven the rapid change of language, the innovation and activity of the younger generation in language use have led the trend of online language, and the cultural backgrounds and social environments of different regions have influenced the diversity and richness of language. As a social tool, Internet language not only promotes information exchange, but also plays an important role in identity and social interaction. Studying the sociological significance of online language variation not only helps to understand the evolution of language in modern society, but also provides new perspectives and methods for socio-cultural research. With the further development of the Internet and social media, online language variation and its social impact will continue to evolve and deserve our continued attention and in-depth exploration.

5. Future Trends and Implications of Online Language Variation

As an emerging linguistic phenomenon, Internet language, along with the rapid development of Internet technology and social media, shows rapid changes and diversification. Exploration of the future trends and impacts of online language variation not only helps to understand the direction of language evolution, but also provides insight into its far-reaching impact on social culture, education and communication.

Internet languages will continue to show a high degree of dynamism and innovation in the future. With the continuous emergence of new technologies, especially the development of artificial intelligence and virtual reality technology, people's communication methods will become more diversified and three-dimensional, which will further promote the mutation of online language. For example, communication on virtual reality platforms not only relies on text, but may also include voice, images and actions, which will contribute to richer and more complex language expressions. Meanwhile, AI-generated language content, such as intelligent chatbots and automated customer service systems, will also have a significant impact on online language mutation, and these technologies will continue to be integrated into the online language ecosystem, driving constant innovation and change. Cross-cultural communication of online languages will become more common and deeper. Globalisation and the popularity of the Internet have made communication between different cultures more frequent and convenient than ever before. In the future, the cross-cultural elements in online language will become more obvious, and the mutual influence of cultures from different countries will lead to the integration and innovation of language. For example, English vocabulary, Japanese vocabulary, Korean vocabulary and so on will continue to occupy an important position in the network language, and the language expressions of different cultures will learn from each other and integrate. This kind of cross-cultural language exchange not only enriches the expressiveness of online language, but also helps to enhance understanding and resonance between different cultures.

In terms of education and language standardisation, the future trend of online language also deserves attention. Despite the high degree of freedom and innovation of online language, the need for its
standardisation is also increasing. With the growing influence of online language in social life, the education system has begun to pay attention to guiding students on the norms of online language use. For example, how to use online language correctly and how to avoid language violence and undesirable phrases will become an important part of education. At the same time, linguists and educators will also explore how to incorporate the beneficial components of Internet language into the language teaching system, and promote the integration of traditional language and Internet language, so as to enrich the form of expression and content of the language.

The mutation of Internet language will also have far-reaching impact on social culture. Internet language is not only a communication tool, but also an important carrier of cultural dissemination and social interaction. In the future, Internet language will continue to reflect and shape social culture, especially among the younger generation, where it will become an important way to express individuality, construct identity and seek recognition. For example, buzzwords such as 'call' and 'pick' are not only linguistic phenomena, but also part of popular culture, reflecting young people's attitudes towards idols, entertainment and social interaction. The cultural function of online language will be further strengthened and become an important part of cultural and creative industries and new media communication.

In addition, the mutation of online language presents new challenges and opportunities for linguistic research. The research methods and theoretical systems of traditional linguistics need to be constantly updated and expanded to adapt to the rapid changes and diversified features of network languages. For example, how to carry out the corpus construction of network language, how to analyse the transmission path and influence of network language, how to study the socio-psychological effect of network language, etc. are all important topics for future linguistic research. At the same time, the study of network language will also promote the cross-fertilisation between linguistics and other disciplines, such as sociology, psychology, communication, etc., which will open up new fields and directions for linguistic research.

Overall, the variations of Internet languages will continue to show dynamic, cross-cultural and innovative characteristics in the future, with far-reaching impacts on social culture, education and linguistic research. Understanding and grasping the future trend of online language will not only help to cope with the challenges posed by language change, but also make better use of the advantages of online language to promote the harmonious development of society and the prosperity of culture. With the development of science and technology and the progress of society, the variation of online language will continue to evolve, which deserves our continuous attention and in-depth exploration.

6. Conclusion

As a unique product of the social media era, Internet language shows a high degree of innovation and dynamism, and its variation forms and characteristics deeply reflect the technological progress and cultural changes of modern society. Through the multi-level analysis of online language variation, we find that it shows remarkable innovation and flexibility in terms of vocabulary, grammar and pragmatics, reflecting the free creativity of netizens in virtual communication. At the same time, the cross-cultural transmission and geographical differences of online languages further enrich the diversity of languages and promote the communication and integration of different cultures. Social media, as an important dissemination platform for online language, has not only changed the traditional language norms, but also had a profound impact on the evolution of modern Chinese. The study of online language not only helps to understand the new trend of contemporary language development, but also provides new perspectives and methods for language education and social and cultural research. In the future, with the continuous progress of science and technology and the further development of social media, the variations of online language will continue to evolve and show a more diversified and complex appearance. We need to pay sustained attention to and conduct in-depth research on this phenomenon in order to better respond to the challenges posed by language
change and make full use of the advantages of online language to promote the harmonious development of society and the prosperity of culture.
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